The aim of this study is to investigate the method to enhance user cognition for "STM information(Short-term Memorable Information)" that is relatively accessible to information in a short period of time in information design types. What stands out from this study is the design attributes and expression method of information in a broad perspective. By 4 visualization attributes of function variable; 'Operations', 'Events', 'Methods' and 'Use cases', STM information should be satisfied by the attribute of 'Understandable' and 'Accessibility' from the point of view of visual representation and by the attribute of 'Errorless' and 'Timeliness' from the point of view of user operation. As the expression method of each perspectives, I suggested "Attribution theory", "Cognitive model", "Maximization of Proactivity", "Minimization of surplus information" and "Using dual-code" in the point of view of visual representation, and "Context effect", "Using memory code" and "Two methods of information scanning" in the point of view of user operation. I assured that above-mentioned methods are efficient and cognitive pattern of user for STM information is found out by survey and interview.
I. 연구 목적 및 방법
데이터○ ◎ ◎ Appropriateness ○ ○ ○ ◎ Attractiveness - - - - Completeness ○ ○ ○ ○ Conciseness • - • • Credibility ○ • ○ ○ Errorless ◎ ○ ◎ ◎ Interpretability ◎ • ◎ ○ Objectiveness ○ • ○ • Relevance ○ • ◎ • Timeliness ◎ ○ ◎ ◎ Secure • • • - Understandable ◎ ○ ◎ ◎ Valuable • • • • (두 속성의
